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1. Introduction 

Rhodoshop action is a pilot programme to facilitate investment in sustainable energy 

projects (EE and RE). The main aims of this document are to: 

1. Make a comprehensive presentation of the whole path undertaken by 

Rhodoshop project activities including main actions performed, results 

achieved, barriers and failures encountered, influential factors observed; 

2. Draw conclusions about what worked and what did not work, and why. It is 

important to outline the main lessons learnt by the Rhodoshop OSS team as it 

is a pilot project for Bulgaria and no previous examples were available in the 

national context, and it was one of the first such structures within EU as well. 

In view of this, Rhodoshop action gives merit in two main directions:  

 Present the results that have been achieved in terms of hard figures such as 

investment in sustainable energy projects, primary energy saved and CO2 

emission reductions, and 

 Make available the knowledge and experience gained in the course of activities 

that can be a valuable asset for the future similar undertakings 
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2. Executive Summary 

The document is meant to serve as a comprehensive presentation of the different aspects 

of delivery of the Rhodoshop pilot programme for investment in sustainable energy 

projects in the Rhodospe Region of Bulgaria. It covers the following main issues:  

 Background of the action: why it was initiated, who were the main stakeholders 

behind it, what were he aims and objectives, how it was structures and managed; 

 Time-line of the activities, including delays and reasoning behind extension of 

the duration of the programme; 

 Summarised results expressed in hard figures such as investments triggered and 

energy savings to be achieved by these investments; 

 Communication and dissemination activities and results.  

 Analysis and conclusions of the action, incl. factors influencing the execution 

of the action, main barriers encountered, measure taken to overcome barriers 

and the lessons learnt during the action implementation to serve as 

recommendations for future similar undertakings; 
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3. Background 

Rhodoshop action aims at assisting local public authorities and other stakeholders in 

small sized rural municipalities in Rhodope Region of Bulgaria in successful 

implementation of sustainable energy projects. The action is a logical follow-up of 

capacity building about innovative financing schemes and one-stop-shop concept 

promotion within H2020 CITYnvest action where Rhodoshop Consortium partners 

SEC and ARM learnt from the knowledge and experience of GRE-Liege RENOWATT 

and facilitated transfer to the Rhodope Region in Bulgaria.  As a result, six pioneering 

Rhodope municipalities (later joined by others from the region), initiated the creation 

of the Project Development Unit Rhodoshop called Rhodoshop OSS, a structure to act 

as central procurement agency collecting at one place knowledge and information about 

the whole project development cycle and providing it to the municipalities in order to 

undertake energy retrofitting works in their buildings and street lighting systems.  

Rhodoshop is the first-of-its-kind structure in Bulgaria that replicates the innovative 

financing model of One-Stop-Shop in Rhodope/Bulgarian context, focused on creation 

of two investment pipelines, one for public building refurbishment and the other – for 

street lighting systems renovation, while performing all necessary activities to develop 

bankable projects ’pipelines up to launch of public tenders for investment in sustainable 

energy. The activities include performing of energy audits and technical-economic 

assessments, search for funding, ensure compliance of the investment projects to the 

requirements of the funding bodies, bundle suitable projects in order to gain critical 

mass and get better financing terms, assist in public tender launch. The action has been 

implemented by a consortium of two Bulgarian organisations – SEC as a Consortium 

Coordinator and ARM as a Consortium Partner and a host organisation of the 

Rhodoshop OSS. The activities of Rhodoshop OSS have been assisted by GRE-LIEGE 

RENOWATT, a similar structure in the Province of Liege, Belgium, through provision 

of knowledge on the concept, required tools and operational practicalities, and transfer 

of experience by training of Rhodoshop staff in the major relevant issues.  
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4. Time-line of Activities 

Rhodoshop project started on 1 September 2017 initially for a three-year period and 

subsequently has been extended twice by one year, thus spanning over a five-year 

period untill 31 August 2022. During the first and a half year of the project duration (by 

the end of February 2019) the activities progressed well on track with the successful 

legal set-up of Rhodoshop OSS, accommodation, staff hiring and launch of activities.  

followed by establishment of the two initial project pipelines, launch of energy audit 

scheme, selection of contractor for technical and economic feasibility studies, search 

for most suitable funding sources and investigation of their conditions, including 

review of TPF and ESCO market conditions. Energy audits and feasibility studies 

started being performed, and search and provision of information and requirements of 

funding sources was done to match project specifics. As a result, in February 2019 the 

first public tender under Rhodoshop was published by Zlatograd Municipality for 

refurbishment of two street lighting systems.  

After that Rhodoshop OSS continued to progress well especially in the activities related 

to project completion. Project completion refers to investment projects that have been 

audited and assessed technically and financially within the Rhodoshop OSS, approved 

by the municipalities to be put for funding and are ready to get funded. The two 

pipelines gained momentum and the efforts of Rhodoshop team since the very 

beginning of the project to prepare the investment projects with energy audits and 

technical and economic assessments, and ensure their readiness to be financed, started 

paying off. As of November 2020 there were already signed contracts for about 0.7 

MEuro. 

However, in the meantime several unforeseen circumstances arose that were beyond 

the ability of the Rhodoshop Consortium to change, which influenced the project 

activities and resulted in two requests for project extensions by one year each. The first 

request was launched in January 2020 and granted in May 2020, and the second request 

was launched in June 2021 and granted in June 2021, setting the project end date to 31 

August 2022.  

Following these extensions, the foreseen project activities progressed at acceptable 

pace although not as smooth and fast as expected mainly due to the huge delays in 
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launch of financial mechanisms deemed crucial for funding the two investment 

pipelines. Nevertheless, Rhodoshop OSS managed to achieve significant results in 

terms of investments launched with associated energy savings and CO2 emission 

reductions which wouldn’t have been possible without the performed audits and 

technical and economic assessments done within the activities of Rhodoshop OSS, 

as well as without the logistic and administrative support that the Rhodoshop OSS 

provided not only to the six subscribed municipalities but also to other municipalities-

members of ARM. The Rhodoshop results are presented and analysed in the following 

chapters.  
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5. Summarised Results of Rhodoshop OSS Operation 

5.1 Investments 

In the Rhodoshop GA (page 34 of Description of Action (Part B)) it is stated that “The 

amount of the investment costs corresponds to the sum of: a) the investment occurred 

during the duration of the project; b) the investment corresponding to the contracts 

signed during the duration of the project, which will be implemented in a period of 

maximum 3 years after the end of the project”. Following this definition, the 

investment result of Rhodoshop operation amounts to 5 672 056 Euro, of which 4 

422 767 Euro in buildings and 1 249 289 Euro in street lighting systems, distributed as 

follows: 

Building projects:  

o 2 525 725- concluded construction contracts with subcontractor (the 

sum is without 581 003 Euro signed but early terminated in Devin),  

o 128 347 EUR - signed Partnership Agreement with the Ministry of 

Health  (signed contract with subcontractor on 31.10.2022) 

o 307 600 EUR – concluded contract with Financing institution (Norway 

grants) and  

o 1 461 095 EUR – projects that have been approved for funding in the 

Reserves.  

The links with evidence and other relevant data can be seen in SIGNED 

CONTRACTS table - sheet 'BUILDINGS – SIGNED CONTRACTS’ ; 

 Street lighting projects: 

o 324 577 EUR – concluded work contracts with subcontractors; 

o  400 893 EUR: approved project - concluded contract with the 

Bulgarian Ministry of Energy; and  

o 523 819 EUR: approved projects - expected to be funded by the 

National Plan of Recovery and Resilience.  Update as of Dec.2022: 

Launched Call 1 BG-RRP-4.025 – Support for energy efficiency 
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systems for street lighting - with Application submission period from 

30 Dec 2022 to 30 Jan 2023   

Within the framework of this Call 1, it will be possible to finance the 

projects included in the reserve list under the BGENERGY-2.001 

selection procedure for project proposals - Rehabilitation and 

Modernization of Municipal Infrastructure - Systems for External 

Artificial Lighting of Municipalities, financed by the Financial 

mechanism of the European Economic Area, while adhering to the type 

and scope of the projects, as well as to the expected indicators that they 

will achieve, to the maximum extent. 

Within the framework of the present procedure, financing of energy 

efficiency measures of outdoor artificial lighting in municipalities is 

foreseen. 

https://eumis2020.government.bg/bg/s/Procedure/Info/ae4db635-e9c8-

40fb-a527-e29f56b428eb 

 

Please see the links with evidence and other relevant data given in the 'SUMMARY 

of investment' table. 

5.2 Primary Energy Savings 

The primary energy savings resulting from the above investment amount to 11 680  

MWh/year, of which 7 044 MWh/year in buildings (see xls file 

Rhodoshop_SAVINGS_BUILDING_ARM) and 4 636 MWh/year in street lighting 

systems, as taken from the energy audit reports; 

5.3 GHG emission reduction 

The GHG emission reduction resulting from Rhodoshop OSS operation amount to 5 

410 tCO2e/year (2 043 tCO2e/year in buildings and 3 367 tCO2e/year in street lighting 

as per energy audit results).  

5.4. Qualitative results and long term impacts 

During the five-year Rhodoshop pilot phase two pipelines of investment projects were 

created and were constantly updated reflecting the changes in municipality priorities. 

One of the pipelines consist of 45 project for municipal buildings and the other 
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pipeline is for 40 street lighting systems.  These pipelines have been enabled through 

the activities of Rhodoshop OSS who supported the municipalities in every step off the 

project development cycle - performing energy audits and feasibility studies, search for 

funding and compliance with funding requirements in order to get funded. Within 

Rhodoshop operation 46 energy audits have been performed, feasibility studies for 

Planetarium Smolyan building done, and all projects in the pipelines have been 

prepared to ready-to-finance stage. Significant part of these projects have been already 

realized with investment launched while the others are in the process of searching for 

funding and conclusion of funding agreements and will be launched within the next 

three years. 

In addition to the investment launch, important result from Rhodoshop operation is the 

local capacity building – qualified staff with 5-year old experience in sustainable 

project development and implementation was created and remains locally at place to 

continue the efforts in municipalities to invest in energy efficiency improvements. 

Furthermore, Rhodoshop OSS plan to extend the services to the residential sector by 

provision of advice to citizens on energy refurbishment of their homes. These local 

developments have been enabled by the Rhodoshop 5-year pilot phase.  

On the policy recommendation level, there is often a mismatch between the 

approaches of different support schemes and programmes, which should be avoided by 

the central government institutions in order to streamline the efforts and maximize the 

results. In order to achieve the climate goals of the EU, more efforts of incorporation 

of RE in building energy refurbishment projects should be made, and coordination 

between the different support measures to be ensured making it compulsory to include 

RE measures or at least to be assigned much bigger weight of such measure in the 

overall score of the project.   

According to the experience of Rhodoshop, in order to increase the attractiveness of 

building projects for ESCOs, a change in legislation may be considered to allow the 

separation of the measures on the building shell from those on the utility systems and 

involving an ESCO only for the utility set of measures. This will improve the economic 

performance of the separated set of measures and will decrease the risk for the ESCO, 
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and increase the attractiveness of the project for TPF. There are positive examples of 

PDA projects in other countries applying this approach with good results.  

As a result of the communication and dissemination efforts the concept of OSS for 

building renovation was promoted in Bulgaria and within EU, and the establishment 

of a OSS for private residential building renovation in the Municipality of 

Asenovgrad, Bulgaria, was inspired.   
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6. Analysis and conclusions  

6.1 Comparison between achieved and planned results 

 The achieved investments of 5 672 056 Euro (leverage factor of 1:12) are 

indeed lower than the foreseen 7 727 000 Euro (leverage factor 1:16) but the 

primary energy savings of 11 680 MWh/year associated with the launched 

investments, are more than the foreseen primary energy savings target of 

11 276 MWh/year. The achieved Rhodoshop result of 5 410 tCO2e/year in 

GHG emission reduction which is an important indicator contributing to 

local, national and EU sustainability targets, is also bigger than the target of 

3 957 tCO2e/year. These two figures mark important results from Rhodoshop 

operation as they mean that bigger effect is achieved with lower spending 

of resources. 

 In addition, project development for further 4 705 388 Euro investments 

have been realised by Rhodoshop OSS leading to total Rhodoshop 

investment of  10 377 445 Euro. If these additional investments are taken 

into account, the leverage factor is 1:22 which is above the minimum 

leverage factor 1:15 set in Topic EE 20: Project Development Assistance 

(PDA). Although the timeline of Rhodoshop PDA did not allow for taking 

these projects to the launch-of-investment stage, thanks to the work done by 

the Rhodoshop OSS team they are now ready to be funded by the already 

available funding vehicles. Having in mind the definition of eligibility of 

investment costs on page 34 of the Rhodoshop Description of Action (Part B), 

it can be assumed that due to the readiness of these investments they will 

be realised within a three-year period after 31 August 2022. This means 

that the Rhodoshop results within three years after the project ends are 

significantly bigger than the results observed as of 31 August 2022 (the 

final date of the Rhodoshop PDA action).  

6.2 Factors for success  

The main factors for the successful launch of investment of Rhodoshop OSS can be 

summarized as follows: 
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 Long-lasting and continuous work of the Consortium members SEC and ARM 

with the municipalities in Rhodope Region for policy and project promotion and 

dissemination through various activities starting from 2012, e.g. CoM initiative 

promotion, assisting creation of SEAPs/SECAPs, assisting project selection and 

development, etc.; 

 The political commitment of local authorities who were aware of the need of such 

investment but lacked the capacity to develop ready-to-finance projects and thus 

launch the investments successfully; 

 The constant communication and collaborative work with municipalities and 

listening to their needs and priorities that changed during action implementation 

due to external political and economic factors; 

 Assistance offered to municipalities in the whole project development cycle 

through development of pipelines of ready-to-finance projects by creation of a 

structure to concentrate in one place knowledge and advice about the different 

aspects of project development –Rhodoshop OSS; 

 Building local capacity: at the very beginning of the action careful selection of staff 

for the Rhodoshop OSS was done through an open recruitment procedure following 

the principle of equal opportunity, impartiality and merit based selection. The 

recruited staff was extensively trained in the relevant aspects – technical, economic, 

legal and organisational, of EE projects through a 5-day training delivered by 

qualified experts, at the end of which an exam was held that showed a very good 

rate of learning the basics needed for SE project development and implementation 

which was later supported by 5-year experience in pipe-line establishment and 

investment launch. All these local capacity remains at place for further efforts to 

improve energy efficiency in the Rhodoshop region.   

6.3 Factors for delay and barriers for launching investment 

The main reasons for the inability of Rhodoshop OSS to achieve in full the promised 

results as of 31 August 2022 are as follows: 
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 The out-break of COVID-19 pandemic in the beginning of 2020 resulting in 

months of close-downs and pausing activities in all sectors of Bulgarian 

economy; 

 The overall political instability in Bulgaria since Summer 2020 up until 

now, and consequent delays in the launch of funding mechanisms under 

Recovery and Resilience Plan. The political turmoil started in the Summer of 

2020 and has resulted in the lack of government stability leading to three general 

elections in 2021- in April, July and November, and again general elections held 

on 2 October 2022 with limited chance to from government. These political 

developments hampered the elaboration and submission of the Bulgarian 

National Plan for Recovery and Resilience, which was sent to the European 

Commission on 31 May 2022 with a delay of more than a year, consequently 

delaying the launch of suitable financial mechanisms, including grants, loan 

schemes and credit lines foreseen for sustainable energy projects. Consequently, 

there are investment projects in the two project pipelines, which have been 

assisted by Rhodoshop OSS and are expected to be funded under the Recovery 

and Resilience Plan of Bulgaria (see xls 05-10-2022_FINAL_3rdPR_31-08-

2022_SUMMARY of investment_Rhodoshop_ARM ) for which contracts for 

funding have not been concluded yet. The main obstacle has been the fact that 

the financial mechanisms under Recovery and Resilience Plan of Bulgaria 

started to become operational after 31 August 2022. Given the fact that there 

have been already two Rhodoshop contract extensions, the Consortium 

considered that there is no point in asking for further extensions of the action.  

 As a consequence of the above political situation, there were more than 2 years 

delay of launch of funding vehicles suitable for funding of the Rhodoshop 

pipelines, which entailed delays in applications for funding and consequently 

concluding of contracts with funding institutions. These were expected to be 

launched in the beginning of 2019 but started gradually to become operational 

from the middle of 2021 leading to inability of the municipalities to apply for 

funding and thus to launch the investments foreseen in the Rhodoshop pipelines.  
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 For the projects that have already signed funding contracts there have been a 

sharp increase in the prices of materials and works within the last year and a 

half, which entailed the necessity to reassess the budgets for the investment 

projects and index them according to the new prices. This in turn has led to 

delaying public tenders until the indexation is done; 

It should be stressed again that in spite of the above factors, there is significant amount 

of work fulfilled by Rhodoshop OSS on the project pipelines to make them ready-to-

finance, with total investment amounting to almost 10 MEuro (as described above) 

that are expected to be funded within three years from 31 August 2022. In relation 

to the above, in order to prove investments results the Consortium undertakes the 

responsibility to check and report annually to CINEA the amounts of investment 

related to Rhodoshopp pipeline building contracts signed after the project end, i.e 

from 1 September 2022 till 31 August 2025. 
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7. Lessons learnt 

The main lessons learnt during action implementation that can serve as 

recommendations to the public authorities and other stakeholders willing to undertake 

similar activities, are presented in the following paragraphs: 

 The commitment of the local authorities to PDA actions is a necessary 

prerequisite for the successful sustainable energy investment launch but it is not 

enough to ensure promised results; 

 Overall political situation and stability are of critical importance for the 

operation and results of PDA actions as it leads to organisational, legal and 

financial consequences beyond the scope of influence of project owners 

(municipalities) and project facilitators (Rhodoshop OSS); 

 Three years is not enough for PDA actions because of their complexity 

depending on many various factors, therefore longer project duration should be 

thought by PDA portfolio owners in order to have enough time to cope with any 

unforeseen circumstances influencing negatively the promised projects’ results.    

 Albeit the numerous benefits for the municipalities, the experience of 

Rhodoshop operation shows that sustaining of an OSS focused on public 

infrastructure should continue to rely on public funding. Municipalities provide 

services to all citizens/general public using public infrastructure such as public 

buildings (schools, kindergartens, hospitals, community centres, etc.) and street 

lighting systems, which means that financing improvements of this 

infrastructure (incl. technical assistance) is logical to come from public funding. 

Furthermore, municipalities are not-for-profit entities and any savings of costs, 

incl. energy costs, do not form a surplus but lead to decrease of the following 

year’s respective budget so from strictly business point of view there is no 

monetary incentive for municipalities to do energy efficiency improvements. 

There are numerous non-monetary benefits though, like increased indoors 

comfort, increased citizen satisfaction, contribution to GHG emissions 

reduction and combat of climate change, decrease of energy dependence, etc. 

which form the main incentive of the municipalities to pursue local 
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sustainability policies but from strictly business point of view it is not logical to 

expect this to be profitable business for them. On the other hand, the Rhodoshop 

OSS is an initiative undertaken by mostly small and rural municipalities with 

low economic activity and decreasing population resulting in insufficient 

income from taxes and reliance on redistribution by the national budget of 

Bulgaria. According to census 2021, Smolyan district (where Rhodoshop 

member-municipalities belong) is the fastest depopulating district in Bulgaria – 

its population declined by 20,9 % since 2011. Thus the shortage of sufficient 

resources hampers the capacity of Rhodope municipalities to finance an OSS 

for energy refurbishment of public infrastructure. However, the Mayors and 

Municipal Councils from the region are doing their best to deploy as much 

investments as possible in their efforts to improve local conditions for increased 

citizen satisfaction and combat depopulation, and thus Rhodoshop OSS is of 

utmost importance for them. Based on the above presented it can be concluded 

that in order to make the OSS business model commercially successful at 

local/municipal level, it should try to extend the OSS scope of services to the 

private sector (mostly residential but also industrial and tertiary), and limit the 

public support only for households that are in vulnerable situation and thus 

cannot afford to pay for OSS services.  

 Project bundling is mostly applicable to street lighting systems as they are much 

more uniform and therefore the technical solutions to be implemented can be 

easily combined. Public buildings are more diverse as technical characteristics 

which makes it more difficult to bundle several buildings in the same 

municipality while bundling buildings across municipalities is hampered by the 

additional administrative burden and the lack of clear regulatory rules and 

procedures.  

 ESCO/TPF market in Bulgaria is underdeveloped, mainly due to the availability 

of grant schemes and also due to a specific of the energy efficiency projects in 

public buildings which were underheated before the reconstruction and thus the 

result of the reconstruction is increase of comfort with the same energy bills 

rather than lowering the energy bills. This specific hampers the ability of the 
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ESCO to receive the money savings resulting from the energy savings and thus 

to pay back the investment, and has negative impact on the ESCO market 

development in the country. Together with the gradual phasing out of pubic 

grants and introduction of financial engineering schemes, a possible solution for 

increasing ESCO share is the separation of the measures on the building shell 

from those on the utility systems and involving an ESCO only for the latter set 

of measures. This will improve the economic performance of the separated set 

of measures and will decrease the risk for the ESCO, and increase the 

attractiveness of the project for TPF. There are positive examples of PDA 

projects in other countries applying this approach with good results. However, 

this approach may require changes of current legislation and therefore the 

involvement of national governmental institutions.   
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8. Work with ESCOs and other financial institutions 

At the onset of the project meetings of Rhodoshop staff with financial institutions were 

organized (reported in PR1) and the outcomes and conclusions were presented and 

discussed with the pilot municipalities. Municipalities decided to use the Bulgarian 

National Eco Trust Fund, while BEEREF was not used: during the initial meeting 

discouraging messages were delivered because of too high debt ratio requirements 

difficult to be met by Rhodoshop small and rural municipalities. In the course of 

activities Rhodoshop staff have prepared and constantly updated a list of available 

funding option with their requirements (including active ESCOs), and assisted the pilot 

Rhodope municipalities by contacting the funding bodies and summarizing their 

conditions, and presenting them to the municipalities depending on the types of 

measures and types of buildings involved as the different financing sources have 

different conditions related to it – e.g. municipal buildings that gather revenues from 

tickets (like museums or theatres) may not be eligible for grants but only for loans. The 

final decision about funding sources to be involved was made by the municipalities 

themselves depending on different circumstances as described below: 

 Mostly used as funding sources by Rhodoshop municipalities are grants, bank 

loans and soft loans from special vehicles (e.g. from Bulgarian National Eco 

Trust Fund), most often in combination. Loans and grants are usually combined 

with own funding while in some cases 100 % own funding is used (more 

detailed information about used funding sources in given in D4.2 

RHODOSHOP example catalogue). 

 The experience of Rhodoshop OSS work with municipalities shows that there 

is limited interest in EnPC and ESCO involvement as funding source: out of 85 

projects there is one financed by ESCO for street lighting in Nedelino 

Municipality.  The considerations of the municipalities are as follows:  

- When making the financial planning for the projects, municipalities choose 

the least complex financial plan possible, because of lower administrative 

burden and lower risk for them to jeopardise the project, and EnPC is 

considered too complicated to get involved in, provided that they can find 
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other options. They prefer to address financing sources they are well aware 

of and have used before, and know how to deal with.   

- Municipalities are cautions when taking debt, not to exceed their debt 

ceiling stipulated by the Law of Public Finances. Although Eurostat allowed 

EnPC debt to be excluded from the overall debt (i.e. off-balance), it does 

not seem to be applied by the National Statistical Institute of Bulgaria and 

the municipal bookkeeping departments may not be aware, so the 

municipalities still prefer other sources of funding, available to them; 

- Municipalities are aware of EnPC and ESCO funding and consider using it 

in the future when other more common now funding sources will gradually 

be faced out. To this end, the municipalities also expressed their insecurity 

because of lacking of knowledge about EnPC and ESCOs models, and their 

willingness for additional training in EnPC and ESCO for municipal staff in 

order to better prepare for using of this type of funding. 

- Combining grants with EnPC is an option considered by the municipalities 

but it depends on the concrete conditions in the grant schemes, there is no 

general rule on this.  So municipalities would use it provided that they are 

better prepared and the concrete conditions of grants allow it. 
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9. Communication and Dissemination Activities and 

Results  

At the onset of Rhodoshop action a Dissemination and Exploitation Strategy was 

prepared comprising of the following main elements: 

 Web-platform of the Rhodoshop Project https://rhodoshop.eu where the main 

aspects of the project are presented, downloadable publications are placed, the 

contacts of project team and the actual results are displayed. There is also a section 

with news and events where the main milestones of the project execution are 

presented and the participation and presentation of the project at different events is 

made visible; 

 Graphic charter with logo and visual identity was prepared; 

 Promotional package was elaborated including project leaflets in BG and in EN 

(printed in 500 copies of BG and 500 copies of EN version), a bi-lingual roll-up and 

ppt presentations of the project. The leaflets have been disseminated at various local 

and international events; 

 Presentations at local and international events: the project activities and results were 

presented at 19 events (both national and international) in total during the five-year 

project duration distributed quite uneven on the project time-line. During the first 

18 months there were 9 events where the project was presented and discussed, then 

COVID-19 pandemic erupted and there was a period with very few opportunities 

for project promotion, after which the promotional efforts became more active in 

the last project year when there were also tangible results to show and lessons learnt 

to share.  

The following promotional efforts at events can be distinguished: 

o The special invitation of Rhodoshop project for the conference “Market Finance 

for Energy Efficiency Investment in EU and China”, held on 20 September 2019 

in Qinhuangdao, China, organized by EU-China Energy Cooperation Platform 

(ECECP). SEC was invited by the organisers to present Rhodoshop activities, 

concept and results, there were about 100 local participants and the presentation 

of Rhodoshop was accepted with great interest leading to discussions about a 

https://rhodoshop.eu/
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site visit of Chinese authorities and experts in the Rhodope region scheduled for 

March-April 2020. However, due to COVID-19 pandemic the initiative was put 

on hold with the intention to proceed as soon as the situation allowed. 

Unfortunately, in view of the subsequent global developments – the war in 

Ukraine and the decline in EU-China energy cooperation, it is not expected that 

the initiative will take off in the future. 

o The presentation of Rhodoshop project at the conference “One-Stop Shops in 

the EU: current and future role in building renovation”, organised by JRC in 

Brussels on 13 March 2019. Participation in the panel discussion of the event. 

During the event the different models of OSSs have been reviewed and 

discussed in view of their applicability and suitability to various local contexts; 

o The presentation of Rhodoshop activities at Financing energy efficiency in 

Romania, Hungary and Bulgaria, 1 February 2018, Bucharest, Romania (SEC); 

o The presentation of final Rhodoshop results and conclusions at the poster 

session during H2020 Contractors’ Meeting held on 19 October 2022 in 

Brussels, Belgium. The various aspects and challenges of Rhodoshop PDA 

were presented and discussed, including lessons learnt and recommendations 

for future undertakings, followed by questions from the audience. 

Full list of presentations of Rhodoshop project at promotional events is given in Annex 

1 attached to the present document 

 Press releases: after the project took pace and the first tangible results were 

obtained, press releases were published once a year (in July 2020, July 2021 and 

July 2022) in 8 local Rhodope Region media with the main aim to communicate the 

progress and results of the project to the local audience. Links to the press releases 

can be found in Annex 2 to the present document; 

 Leaflets distribution: the leaflets produced with Rhodoshop project were distributed 

during the promotional events listed above with the main aim to contribute to the 

wider spread of information about the project aims, activities as results.   

The promotional efforts undertaken by the Rhodoshop Consortium have contributed to 

the popularization of the concept of OSS for building renovation in Bulgaria and around 
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Europe, and to the establishment of a OSS for private residential building renovation in 

the Municipality of Asenovgrad, Bulgaria, created with the support of SEC under 

H2020 UP-STAIRS project.   
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Annex 1: Presentations at Events  

 Presentation of Rhodoshop activities at the ABEA Annual Conference, 12-13 

September 2017, Sofia, Bulgaria 

 Presentation of Rhodoshop activities at General Assembly of ARM’s members, 27 

September 2017, Smolyan, Bulgaria; 

 Presentation of Rhodoshop activities at kick off meeting of project “The Healthy 

Municipality”, Programme Interreg V-A Greece-Bulgaria 2014-2020, 30 January 

2018, Komotini, Greece; 

 Presentation of Rhodoshop activities at Regional Council for Sustainable Energy 

Development, 19 February 2018, Regional Administration Smolyan, Bulgaria; 

 Presentation of Rhodoshop activities at the meeting of Sustainable Energy Cities 

Network (SEC Network), Asenovgrad, Bulgaria, 15 March 2018, in synergy with 

SmartEnCity Project (Horizon2020); 

 Presentation of Rhodoshop at ABEA Annual Meeting, 26 July 2018 in Borovets, 

Bulgaria. 

 Presentation of Rhodoshop activities at Financing energy efficiency in Romania, 

Hungary and Bulgaria, 1 February 2018, Bucharest, Romania (SEC); 

 Presentation of Rhodoshop project at Financing energy efficiency in Central and 

South-Eastern Europe, 28 June 2018, Sofia, Bulgaria; 

 Presentation in High Level Eastern Partnership Conference: Municipalities for 

Sustainable Growth, 22 November 2018, Kiev, Ukraine, upon invitation by CoM 

East (SEC); 

 Participation in CoM SEIF, 19-20 February 2019, Brussels, Belgium (SEC, 

ARM).  

 Presentation of Rhodoshop project at the conference “One-Stop Shops in the EU: 

current and future role in building renovation”, organised by JRC in Brussels on 13 

March 2019. Participation in the panel discussion of the event.  

 Presentation of Rhodoshop project at the conference “Market Finance for Energy 

Efficiency Investment in EU and China”, held on 20 September 2019 in 
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Qinhuangdao, China, organized by EU-China Energy Cooperation Platform 

(ECECP); 

 Presentation of results, barriers and lessons learnt of Rhodoshop at the event of the 

EU Energy Poverty Advisory Hub held in person on 03 September 2021 in 

Borovets, Bulgaria. The event was attended by 34 participants from municipalities, 

energy centres, consultancy organisation, etc.  

 Rhodoshop actions and results were presented at the Conference “Intelligent Cities 

and Regions”, held under the auspices of ABEA XIV National Conference, panel 

“One-stop-shops for residential building renovation”, held on 30 November 2021 

as a hybrid event. The event was attended by  81 on-line users as well as a number 

of on-site participants.  

 The final results and lessons learnt from Rhodoshop were presented at XV National 

Conference of ABEA, on 19 July 2022 in Bourgas, Bulgaria, attended by 18 

representatives of energy agencies, and consultancy centres in Bulgaria 

 Participation at Exhibition on ‘Signifiant EU-funded projects in Smolyan district - 

15 years since Bulgaria’s Accession to the European Union’, held on 9 May 2022 

at Smolyan Regional Government’s atrium, organised by Regional Administration 

Smolyan & District Information point-Smolyan. 

 Slides on Rhodoshop project’s progress were delivered during the ARM’s General 

Assembly meeting, held on 27 July 2022; 

 Prepared slides, including photos of the renovated buildings, on the the Rhodoshop 

project’s results – to be delivered after the end of the project - thus insuring 

dissemination of project outputs and inputs. 

 Rhodoshop was presented at a poster session at the H2020 Contractors’ meeting 

held on 19 October 2022 in Brussels, where the various aspects and challenges of 

Rhodoshop PDA were presented and discussed, including lessons learnt and 

recommendations for future undertakings, followed by questions from the audience.     
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Annex 2: Press Releases 

29 July 2020 

http://rodopinews.com/смолян/item/15876-николай-мелемов-бе-преизбран-за-

председател-на-аро 

http://m.focus-news.net/?action=news&id=2794278 

https://www.smolyan.bgvesti.net/news/498106/preizbraha-kmeta-na-smolyan-za-

predsedatel-na-aro-zamestnik-stana-upravnikat-na-nedelino 

https://www.smolyannews.com/news/obshtina/nikolay-melemov-be-preizbran-za-

predsedatel-na-aro 

https://www.smolyandnes.com/nikolay-melemov-be-preizbran-za-predsedatel-na-aro 

https://www.dimitrovgrad.bgvesti.net/news/498106/preizbraha-kmeta-na-smolyan-za-

predsedatel-na-aro-zamestnik-stana-upravnikat-na-nedelino 

https://www.vestnikdospat.com/archives/4117 

https://www.smolyaninfo.com/2020/07/30/kmet-t-melemov-be-preizbran-za-

predsedatel-na-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopskite-obshhini/ 

 

26 July 2021  

Проведе се Общо събрание на Асоциацията на родопски общини – 

vestnikdospat.com 

Напредъка по два проекта обсъдиха в Асоциацията на родопски общини | Отзвук 

(otzvuk.bg) 

Асоциацията на родопските общини проведе Общо събрание | SmoyanNews — 

Новини от Смолян и региона (smolyannews.com) 

Търсят финансиране за енергийна ефективност на общински сгради и улично 

осветление (smolyanpress.net) 

SmolyanInfo.com | Новините от Смолян и региона 

 

27 July 2022:  

Новини | SmolyanNews 

SmolyanInfo.com | Новините от Смолян и региона 

Проведе се Общо събрание на Асоциацията на родопски общини (АРО) - 

vestnikdospat.com 

http://rodopinews.com/смолян/item/15876-николай-мелемов-бе-преизбран-за-председател-на-аро
http://rodopinews.com/смолян/item/15876-николай-мелемов-бе-преизбран-за-председател-на-аро
http://m.focus-news.net/?action=news&id=2794278
https://www.smolyan.bgvesti.net/news/498106/preizbraha-kmeta-na-smolyan-za-predsedatel-na-aro-zamestnik-stana-upravnikat-na-nedelino
https://www.smolyan.bgvesti.net/news/498106/preizbraha-kmeta-na-smolyan-za-predsedatel-na-aro-zamestnik-stana-upravnikat-na-nedelino
https://www.smolyannews.com/news/obshtina/nikolay-melemov-be-preizbran-za-predsedatel-na-aro
https://www.smolyannews.com/news/obshtina/nikolay-melemov-be-preizbran-za-predsedatel-na-aro
https://www.smolyandnes.com/nikolay-melemov-be-preizbran-za-predsedatel-na-aro
https://www.dimitrovgrad.bgvesti.net/news/498106/preizbraha-kmeta-na-smolyan-za-predsedatel-na-aro-zamestnik-stana-upravnikat-na-nedelino
https://www.dimitrovgrad.bgvesti.net/news/498106/preizbraha-kmeta-na-smolyan-za-predsedatel-na-aro-zamestnik-stana-upravnikat-na-nedelino
https://www.vestnikdospat.com/archives/4117
https://www.smolyaninfo.com/2020/07/30/kmet-t-melemov-be-preizbran-za-predsedatel-na-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopskite-obshhini/
https://www.smolyaninfo.com/2020/07/30/kmet-t-melemov-be-preizbran-za-predsedatel-na-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopskite-obshhini/
https://www.vestnikdospat.com/archives/5978
https://www.vestnikdospat.com/archives/5978
https://otzvuk.bg/napredaka-po-dva-proekta-obsadiha-v-asocziacziyata-na-rodopski-obsthini/
https://otzvuk.bg/napredaka-po-dva-proekta-obsadiha-v-asocziacziyata-na-rodopski-obsthini/
https://www.smolyannews.com/news/obshtina/asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopskite-obshtini-provede-obshto-sabranie
https://www.smolyannews.com/news/obshtina/asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopskite-obshtini-provede-obshto-sabranie
http://smolyanpress.net/?p=92074
http://smolyanpress.net/?p=92074
https://www.smolyaninfo.com/2021/07/27/75004/
https://www.smolyannews.com/news/obshto-sabranie-provede-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini/
https://www.smolyaninfo.com/2022/07/28/asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopskite-obshhini-provede-s-branie-v-smolyan/
https://www.vestnikdospat.com/archives/7325
https://www.vestnikdospat.com/archives/7325
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.smolyannews.com%2Fnews

%2Fobshto-sabranie-provede-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-

obshtini%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2VHvUTy-

lJ1g2vC3dNzqiAl_9uv1WVgU9v2T1X4lre6MJo85-DBULaGDc&h=AT08E4Sj-

TKq2Co8_jM63KR4cUiaX_vNSWzL6Fo9kQ3AiqHfWvf0KIORcEWB6paPB6MDk

RSCIHyOpZPOUZUn79y2bOlA8DnW6iIB7K3sBINOw0nbJ4Xb3vzEySQUr63g3u8 

Асоциацията на родопските общини отчете дейността си за миналата година - 

Отзвук (otzvuk.bg) 

Асоциацията на родопски общини проведе Общо събрание - Смолян днес! - 

Актуални новини от Смолян и региона (smolyandnes.com) 

Асоциацията на родопски общини подпомага подготовката на инвестиционни 

проекти за енергийна ефективност - Вестник Утро (utroruse.com) 

БТА :: Асоциацията на родопски общини подпомага подготовката на 

инвестиционни проекти за енергийна ефективност (bta.bg) 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.smolyannews.com%252Fnews%252Fobshto-sabranie-provede-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini%252F%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR2VHvUTy-lJ1g2vC3dNzqiAl_9uv1WVgU9v2T1X4lre6MJo85-DBULaGDc&h=AT08E4Sj-TKq2Co8_jM63KR4cUiaX_vNSWzL6Fo9kQ3AiqHfWvf0KIORcEWB6paPB6MDkRSCIHyOpZPOUZUn79y2bOlA8DnW6iIB7K3sBINOw0nbJ4Xb3vzEySQUr63g3u8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.smolyannews.com%252Fnews%252Fobshto-sabranie-provede-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini%252F%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR2VHvUTy-lJ1g2vC3dNzqiAl_9uv1WVgU9v2T1X4lre6MJo85-DBULaGDc&h=AT08E4Sj-TKq2Co8_jM63KR4cUiaX_vNSWzL6Fo9kQ3AiqHfWvf0KIORcEWB6paPB6MDkRSCIHyOpZPOUZUn79y2bOlA8DnW6iIB7K3sBINOw0nbJ4Xb3vzEySQUr63g3u8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.smolyannews.com%252Fnews%252Fobshto-sabranie-provede-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini%252F%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR2VHvUTy-lJ1g2vC3dNzqiAl_9uv1WVgU9v2T1X4lre6MJo85-DBULaGDc&h=AT08E4Sj-TKq2Co8_jM63KR4cUiaX_vNSWzL6Fo9kQ3AiqHfWvf0KIORcEWB6paPB6MDkRSCIHyOpZPOUZUn79y2bOlA8DnW6iIB7K3sBINOw0nbJ4Xb3vzEySQUr63g3u8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.smolyannews.com%252Fnews%252Fobshto-sabranie-provede-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini%252F%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR2VHvUTy-lJ1g2vC3dNzqiAl_9uv1WVgU9v2T1X4lre6MJo85-DBULaGDc&h=AT08E4Sj-TKq2Co8_jM63KR4cUiaX_vNSWzL6Fo9kQ3AiqHfWvf0KIORcEWB6paPB6MDkRSCIHyOpZPOUZUn79y2bOlA8DnW6iIB7K3sBINOw0nbJ4Xb3vzEySQUr63g3u8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.smolyannews.com%252Fnews%252Fobshto-sabranie-provede-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini%252F%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR2VHvUTy-lJ1g2vC3dNzqiAl_9uv1WVgU9v2T1X4lre6MJo85-DBULaGDc&h=AT08E4Sj-TKq2Co8_jM63KR4cUiaX_vNSWzL6Fo9kQ3AiqHfWvf0KIORcEWB6paPB6MDkRSCIHyOpZPOUZUn79y2bOlA8DnW6iIB7K3sBINOw0nbJ4Xb3vzEySQUr63g3u8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.smolyannews.com%252Fnews%252Fobshto-sabranie-provede-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini%252F%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR2VHvUTy-lJ1g2vC3dNzqiAl_9uv1WVgU9v2T1X4lre6MJo85-DBULaGDc&h=AT08E4Sj-TKq2Co8_jM63KR4cUiaX_vNSWzL6Fo9kQ3AiqHfWvf0KIORcEWB6paPB6MDkRSCIHyOpZPOUZUn79y2bOlA8DnW6iIB7K3sBINOw0nbJ4Xb3vzEySQUr63g3u8
https://otzvuk.bg/asocziacziyata-na-rodopskite-obsthini-otchete-dejnostta-si-za-minalata-godina/
https://otzvuk.bg/asocziacziyata-na-rodopskite-obsthini-otchete-dejnostta-si-za-minalata-godina/
https://www.smolyandnes.com/asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini-provede-obshto-sabranie
https://www.smolyandnes.com/asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini-provede-obshto-sabranie
https://utroruse.com/article/828574/
https://utroruse.com/article/828574/
https://www.bta.bg/bg/news/bulgaria/regional-news/303978-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini-podpomaga-podgotovkata-na-investitsionni-pro
https://www.bta.bg/bg/news/bulgaria/regional-news/303978-asotsiatsiyata-na-rodopski-obshtini-podpomaga-podgotovkata-na-investitsionni-pro

